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Remarks on the Convergence of Newton-like Methods 
at Regular Singularities

Uwagi o zbieżności metod newtono-podobnych 
w punktach regularnie osobliwych

Abstract. The paper deals with the convergence behaviour of a clam of least-change secant 
and inverse-secant methods for nonlinear equations at regularly singular roots. It turns out that these 
methods are locally and Q—linearly convergent with the asymptotic error constant (\/5 — l)/2.

1. Introduction. Consider the system of nonlinear equations

(1.1) F(x)«0,

where F : Rn —♦ Rn is a nonlinear mapping with the following property:

Al. There exists an x* such that F(x*) = 0 and F is twice continuously differ
entiable in a neighbourhood of x*.

Provided F'(x‘) is nonsingular, it is well known (for example [8], [13]) that the 
Newton method

(1.2) HFWr’FOr?) , for * = 0,1,...

converges Q-quadratically to x*. The behaviour of the sequence (1.2) for the problems 
with singular Jacobian F*(x*) has been studied by a number of authors [3], [4], [10], 
[11], [14]. The convergence and the rate of convergence depend on the nature of the 
singularity of F'(x*).

Without loss of generality we assume that F'(x*) is symmetric. If this is not the 
case, then there exists a nonsingular map L such that LF'(x*) is symmetric, and it 
is sufficient to consider LF instead of F.

Let N denote a null space of F'(x*). Pn be an orthogonal projection onto N and 
X be a subspace of Rn orthogonal to N such that R" = X ® N. Let = / — Pn. 
The simplest singular structure occurs when
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A2. there exists F"(x*) and PnF"(x*)(v,v) / 0 for v 6 N, v 0.

If the assumption A2 is satisfied then the singularity is called regular. In this 
case, the rate of convergence of the Newton method is linear and

(1.3)

where m = dim(TV) is the order of singularity. A. Griewank and M. R. Osbo
rne [11] have analyzed the behaviour of the sequence {x^} in the neighbourhood of 
irregular singularities, and then the Newton method converges with a limiting ratio 
of about |, or diverges from arbitrarily close starting points, or behaves in a certain 
sense chaotically.

Although the Newton method has a very' nice local convergence property, it has 
one drawback. That is, we need to evaluate the n x n Jacobian matrix F*(x*). To 
avoid this disadvantage, the Newton-like methods of the form

(1-4) «*+i = x* - F(xi,) , Bk Si F'(xk) ,

have been proposed and studied intensively [1], [2], [5-9], [12]. When F*(x*) is non
singular, the matrices R* satisfy the secant equation 

(1.5) R*+i(»*+i - x*) ■» F(x*+I) - F(x*)

and

(1.6) ||R*+i - B*|| -> 0 as k -+ oo ,

then the sequence (1.4) is locally and Q-superlinearly convergent to x*.
For the Broyden method the matrix updating is given by

(1.7) R*+i = Bk + for fc = 0,1,... ,

where s* = ®*+i — x*.
Assuming Al, A2 and

A3. m = dim(W) ■» 1 .

D. W. Decker and C. T. Kelley [5] have proved that if the starting point x0 
is chosen in a special region, Bo is nonsingular and sufficiently close to F'(x’), then 
the sequence (1.4) with the update (1.7) converges Q-linearly to x* and

(1.8) h„ iif->±i--«;ii
*->oo ||x* — X*||

\/5 —1 
2

(1.9) lim 
Jk—»oo

||PX(xt+1 -X»)||
||PN(x*-x-)|P

0 .
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Let a sequence of symmetric and positive-definite matrices {W*} be given. Then 
we define the sequence of norms

(1.10) ||X||* ~ {tr(XTW'*X)},/I for X €«"*", fc-0,1,....

In this paper we consider a class of Broyden’s methods which are defined as follows: 
from current approximations x* and G* to x* and F'(x*), respectively, a next iterate 
is computed by

(1.11) x*+i “ ** “ <?*’ F(xk) ,

and the new approximate Jacobian G*+i is a solution to the problem

(1.12) min ||G - G*||J

under constraint

(1.13) G»k = F(xk+1) - F(xk) , (s* = x*+, -xk).

The solution of this subproblem has the form

F(xk+ltfw;'
G*+i = Gk +

If we denote p* = Wk *s*,then

(1.14) g*+1 = g* + F(prJ;£*- • Pk 6 Rn •

If IV* = J, i.e. pk = sk, then we get the Broyden method.
We want to know if the rate of convergence of the sequence {x*} with the update

(1.14) is dependent on the choice of the sequence {p*}. We will show that the update
(1.14) with every sequence {p*} such that for a > 0

(1.15) Ip*«*I £ “IIP*II IIM » P*/0 k “0,1,...,

guarantees local Q-linear convergence of the sequence (1-11). The relations (1.8) and 
(1.9) are also satisfied. It means that the rate of convergence of the method (1.11), 
(1.14) is independent of the choice of the sequence {p*}, provided (1.15) holds. This 
fact is proved in Section 2. In Section 3 we consider the inverse secant method, where 
the sequence {xk} is defined as follows: given xk and Hk, the next iterate is computed 
by

(116) x*+i = xk - HkF(xk)

and

(117) Hk- HkF(xk+\)qk
9*1/*
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where yt = F(x*+,) — F(x*) and qk 6 Rn is such that some analogous condition to
(1.15) holds.

In this case the sequence {x*} also satisfies the properties (1.8) and (1.9). Nu
merical effectiveness of the algorithm (1.16) with the update (1-17) has been verified 
on four singular problems.

2. Analysis of convergence. We state the rate of convergence of the sequence 
(1.11) with the update (1.14). For this reason, in the same way as D. W. Decker 
and C. T. Kelley [5], we define the set of allowable starting points in the following 
way

(2.1) U(6,0, v) = {x g P" : 0 < ||x - x’|| < 6, ||Px(x -x*)|| < 0||PN(x -x*)||'} 
for 6 > 0, 0 > 0, v > 0 .

Theorem 1. Ajjume Al, A2, A3. Let xo g U{6,0,1), 7 > 0, v > 0 and the 
matrix Go € Rn*n be such that 

(2-2) ||(G0-P'(x„))Px||<7i ,

(2.3) ||(G0-F'(x0))PN||<p62 .

If the sequence {p*} satisfies (1.15), then for sufficiently small 6 and 0 the sequence 
(1.11) with the update (1.14) converges to x* and

(2-4) lim HJ*+> -**11 _ 1
||x*-x*|| " 2

(2-5) lim
fc—*oo

||Px(xt - X-)|| 
||Pn(s*-x-)||j

= 0 .

Proof. Let us denote N = span($), ||4>|| = 1, P/v(x* - x’) = 60 > 0,

= 6k+i/6t (i.e. P/v(x*+i - x*) = AtPjv(xt - x*)),
Ak — PxGkPx , Bk = PxGkPN i Ck = PNGkPx ,
Dk = PNGkPN, u = F"(x*)($,*) ,

and let 0m(x) denote an element of Rn or an operator defined on Rn such that 

(2-6) ||/?m(x)||=O(||x-x*|r).

In the same way as D. W. Decker and C. T. Kelley [5], we can see that

x, g 17(6,0,,2), 0, <0,
Px(xi - **) = 0&(*o) +&(xo) ,
Pn(x, - x*) = Ao6o4> , where j < Ao < J ,
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and x0 € U(6, 0o,2) with Oo = 0/6.
The proof is by induction. Assume that for a given k, the matrices G, are nonsingular 
for all i < k and that

(2-7) s»+i € ^(¿,#,+1,2) ,

(2-8) Pn(xi+ i 3? ) = ^i+i $ = Aj = — *‘)» I < A< < | ,

(2-9)
t

IIGi - r(x’)|| < £o +C160 £(i)'= ,
>-t

ci > 0 ,

(2-10) 0t+i < cj((«i + 6i)(0i + 0i-\) + 6i) < 1 , cj > 0 ,

(2.U) 11X7*11 <2||V-’||,

where V-1 denotes the inverse of f*(x*) when F'(x*) is restricted to X. In order to 
show that if (2.7)-(2.11) hold for t < k, then they also hold for i = k + 1, we notice 
that

||(G»+, - G*)v|| < for x g Rn
«IIM

Hence

(2.12) HP p n llFCr*+i)H

The expansion of F in Taylor series about x* yields

(2.13) F(xk) = r(x*)(x* - x’) + | 6ku + 03(xk) ,

and since xk+l G U(6,0k+i,2) we get

(2.14) ||F(x*+,)|| <c||PN(x*+, -x*)||2+c2||Px(xt+i -x*)|| < c3^+1 , c3 > 0 

The fact that

IIPxM < ||Px(x*+, - x*)|| + ||Px(xt - x*)|| <
< + 0*^* S 26k

implies
IIM > IIPn^II - IIPxM > (1 - A*)i* - 26/ > (I - 26ky>„. 

Since 6*+i = \k6k < 6k < ... < ¿0 < 6, we get 

(2-15) IM>i^*,

FYom the inequalities (2.12), (2.14) and (2.15) we conclude

||G*+I - F(x’)|| < ||G* - r(x’)|| + <
«IIs* II

< c* + ci A* A*_,... Ao6<> < i* + Ci (f) +*6o . 

where Ci > 8c3/a.
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Since ||PN|| = ||PX|| = 1, we also have

||PyvG*+1Px|| = ||PW(G*+1 - F'(s,))M < e*+i •

Using the formula Gk+iak = G*s* + P(x*+i) we can write

G*+iPjv-’* = Gi,Pn»k — (G*+j - Gk)Px»k + P(**+i) •

Then PN»k = —(1 — A*)6*$ implies that

(2-16) Gk+i$ = Gk$ —
F(xk+i) (G*+i - Gk)Px»k 

(1-A*)6* (1-A*)6*

Furthermore,

||(G*+1 -G*)Pxs*|| llP(xt+1)|| ||PxM lOca^Mg
(1-A*)6* - a||s*||(l - Xk)6k ~ <*<>l

Hence

(2-17) (Gk+i - Gk)PxSk
(1 - A*)6*

= &(s*+i) •

Note that Sk — Piv^k + Pxak = (A* — 1)6*$ + P%s*, and G*s* = —P(x*). FVom this 
we obtain

(2-18)
G*Pxs* + P(x*) 

(1 - A*)6*

The relations (2.16)-(2.18) and (2.13) yield

(2.19) O.+.» - C‘fx,‘ + ft(»W) =

- i(l + >.».« + <G‘ ¿,-(^/* * + «»•+■> •

The further part of the proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 2.10 ([5]) and we 
omit it.

3. Inverse secant update methods. In this section, we state analogue 
of Theorem 1, which is appropriate for rescaled least-change inverse-secant update 
methods. For solving (1.1) we consider iterative procedures

(3.1) Xk+\ = Xk - HkF(ik) , k sb 0,1,...,

which employ the approximates

(3.2) Hk F(xk)~l •
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If the matrices if* satisfy the inverse-secant equation

(3.3) if*+i y* = ^* , k — 0,1,... ,

where y* = F(xk+i) — F(x*), then we get inverse-secant algorithms. For instance, 
the inverse Broyden update has the form

H„+i = if* + , if y* / 0 .
VkVk

Assuming that a matrix G* Si is nonsingular and *p* / 0 and using the
Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula [13] to the matrix G*+i, given by (1.14), one 
can see that

r-. _r-« G;'F(Xk+i)pTG;'
4+1 * P^ + G^Fix^))-

Now let if* = Gj 1 and 9* = (Gj)_,p*. Since s* = —G*’F(x*) this implies

(3.4) ff*+i = H* -
HkF(xk+ï)q{

T

If p* = G^yk, then we get the inverse Broyden method. Thus, to establish the local 
linear convergence of the sequence (3.1) with the update (3.4), it suffices to apply 
Theorem 1, which in this case has the following formulation:

Theorem la. Assume Al, A2, A3. Let x0 € U(6,0,1), 7 > 0, p > 0 and the 
matrix Ho € RnKn be such that

-F'(x0))Px\\<i6 , 
||(ifo-*-F'(xo))PN||<p6J •

If the sequence {9*} is such that

\q{F(xk)\ > o||s*|| ||(if-,)T9*|| , g* / 0 , o > 0 ,

then for every sufficiently small 6 and 6 the sequence (3.1) with the update (3.4) 
converges to x* and

lim k —*oo

lim k —*oo

11»*+, -»»II v/5-1
ll**-*‘ll 2

||Fx(xt-x-)||
I|Pn(x* - x*)|P

Note that for the inverse-secant method we have

det(ff*+i) = -det(if*)g^F(x*)/ç/y* .
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If we choose g* in such a way that g* y* = — q£F(xk), i.e. gj F(x*+i) = 0 and 
gfF(x*) / 0, then

det(ff*+1) = det(/f*).

This means that there is a possibility to construct an algorithm with the property 
det(ffi) = det(Ko), for k = 1,2,... . Moreover, the cost of one step of the Broyden 
method is O(n3), while the cost of one step of the inverse-secant algorithm is O(nJ).

Numerical experiments, executed together with A. Wisnioch, show some effec
tiveness of the inverse secant updates for singular problems. We have taken under 
consideration the following algorithms:

MN. the Newton method,

Ml. the inverse Broyden method with Ho = [F'(x0)]-1,

M2, the inverse Broyden method with Ho — I,

M3, the update (3.4) with g* = H^st and H» = [F*(aro))—1,

M4. the update (3.4) with g* = and Ho = J.

Here we give the results of the following problems:

Problem 1. F(x)
exp(xj)— iixj - 1 

x3 + xixl + x2

Problem 2. F(x)

xi +x%

1.5X112 — Xj + Xj

Problem 3. F(x)

Problem 4.

*1 + Xj

Xi + Xj

1.5xiX2 + X2 + »2 

Xi + xj

x,x% +x% + xj

([50

For all methods it was used the same stopping criterion Hx^Uoo < 10~6. The results 
contained in Table l indicate that, in practice, for some singular problems the matrix 
Ho = I assures the better results than the matrix Ho = (F'(x0))_1. It happens since 
the matrix F'(xq) is almost singular.
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Tab 1. Number of iterations required by Methods MN, Ml, M2, M3 and M4

Problem Starting point
Method

MN Ml M2 M3 M4

(0.5,0.05) 16 19 23 23 20
1

(1 ,0.1) 22 24 26 F 25*

(0.0001 , 0.01 , 0.0001) 10 F 15 20 14
2

(0.001, 0.05,0.005) 14 F 19 F 19

(0.01,0.1) 13 23 21 21 20
3

(0.1 , 1.0) 18 F 24 27* 29*

(0.05,0.5) 32 46 27 40* 25
4

(0.1 , 1.0) 29 45 40 34 46*

An * in the iteration column designates that the result is obtained after one 
restart, i.e. if the denominator of the formula (3.4) alH^yk = 0, then the matrix 
Hk+i is calculated in the same way as the matrix Ho. An F denotes that at least two 
restarts were necessary to attain the stopping criterion or the sequence {i*} diverges.
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STRESZCZENIE

W pracy zajmujemy si* zachowaniem zbieżności rzutowych metod siecznych i metod odwrot
nych dla układu równań nieliniowych w punktach regularnie osobliwych. Okazuje się, że metody te
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